May 14, 2020 in EFL Webinar
Offsite Construction: A New Pathway Towards More Affordable, Sustainable
Homes.
Modern building strategies enabling cost effective and quality home production.

Hosted by

The Topic Group Construction invites you to attend an eye opening
webinar themed offsite construction .
L&Q Housing Association corporate strategy to use modern methods of
construction to realise 100,000 new homes. Focus on smart design, cost
reduction, sustainability, agile working, organisational challenges and
successful ways to get it done.
Introduced by Pascal Chazal, French expert in offsite construction and
thought leader in sustainable housing production.
Attend the webinar by a click on
this link or scan the QR code.

Join us on
TUESDAY MAY 14, 2020
From 11.00-12.30 CET
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AGENDA Webinar 14 May 2020

THURSDAY May 14, 2020
11.00

Opening
Eric Danesse
Topic Group Leader Construction
Joost Nieuwenhuijzen
Managing Director EFL

11.05

Pascal Chazal
CEO of Patch Conseil (F)
General introduction to industrial and offsite construction.

11.35

Wayne Hill
Production Strategy Director , L&Q Housing
Corporate strategy to use modern methods of construction to
realise 100,000 new homes. Organisational challenges and
successful ways.

12.15

Q&A
Moderated question and answer session with participants.

12.30

Goodbye
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SPEAKERS
Pascal Chazal is owner of Hors Site, a French company
specialized in offsite- construction and Patch.
Patch intervenes in companies wishing to develop their
production methods towards industrialization or
prefabrication but also with manufacturers who wish to
develop new markets or improve their production.
Pascal Chazal is key expert in industrialized and offsite
construction and a for traditional construction. He claims
that traditional construction has been proven to be highly
inefficient in comparison with other industries.
Furthermore the negative environmental effects of building
in concrete is massive in terms of CO2 emissions, waste
and use of natural resources.

Wayne Hill is Production Strategy Director at L&Q Housing
Association in London.
Wayne Hill is the Director in charge of L&Q’s Construction
Innovation journey; a transformation from traditional
construction, to fully used offsite technologies. Heading up
an ambitious 10 year road map to cement L&Q as one of
the industry leaders in MMC and Offiste construction.
Producing his own paper in 2011 ‘The future of UK
Housing’, Wayne is an active speaker and advisor in the
UK, on MMC Housing transformation and Business change
A keen promoter of the benefits of ‘knowledge sharing’ and
collaboration, he is also L&Q lead sponsor for the ‘AIMCH’
Innovate UK research project and the GLA/Cast ‘PRISM’
App
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